Login Information

1. Direct your browser to connected.mcgraw-hill.com

2. Login to Inspire Science

   Category 1: Grades K-2
   Username    Password
   Cat1MH1      Inspire1
   Cat1MH2      Inspire2
   Cat1MH3      Inspire3
   Cat1MH4      Inspire4
   Cat1MH5      Inspire5
   Cat1MH6      Inspire6
   Cat1MH7      Inspire7

   Category 2: Grades 3-5
   Username    Password
   Cat2MH1      Inspire1
   Cat2MH2      Inspire2
   Cat2MH3      Inspire3
   Cat2MH4      Inspire4
   Cat2MH5      Inspire5
   Cat2MH6      Inspire6
   Cat2MH7      Inspire7

Important Note: Only use the username and password provided to log on to the reviewer site. Please don’t change your username and password for any reason. If you are denied access using the provided information, send an email to bidsandcontracts@mheeducation.com and a McGraw-Hill Education representative will contact you to correct this.

Book Bag

Click to expand the “Menu” button

Select “Correlations” to begin your review

Within “Correlations” you will find the tools you need to further guide your review, including alignment to Oregon’s Science Standards.